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Abstract. Elastic structures consisting of many thin elements arranged periodically

(such as grids and trusses) are common in applications. Using standard numerical

techniques such as splines in attempting to analyze these structures leads to serious

difficulties due to the complicated geometry. Instead, one can use methods of asymp-

totic analysis to derive a "simple" problem whose solution approximates that of the

original problem. In this paper we begin with a linearized elastic system on a three-

dimensional domain with two of the dimensions small relative to the third and derive

a one-dimensional eigenvalue problem by letting a small parameter tend to zero. The

resulting equation has coefficients which vary periodically with the spatial variable,

so we let the period tend to zero to obtain the "homogenized" equation which has

constant coefficients whose values can be easily calculated once the geometry of the

structure is specified. We illustrate with several examples.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the eigenvalue problem for a class of

structures with one dimension large compared to the others. In particular, we con-

sider structures contained in the cylinder Qe = of x (0, L) where of is a region in
2 ...

R whose diameter depends on the (small) parameter e . The results obtained in this

paper are applicable to structures with a wide range of cross sections. In the case of a

rectangular cross section, for example, we will take of = {-ale, a{e) x {-a2e, a2e).

In any case the centroid of of must lie at the origin. Let denote the part of Qe

occupied by material, and suppose that CfSe has period ce; i.e., is composed

of N identical sections where N = L/ce. The parameter S, roughly speaking, in-

dicates the amount of material in the structure, and the parameters a{, a2, and c

are included to simplify the calculation of the coefficients in the final result (see Sec.

3.2). As an example, consider the structure depicted in Fig. la which consists of

four vertical bars of length L and square cross section eS/2 x eS/2. The vertical
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262 ROBERT E. MILLER

bars are separated by TV + 1 periodically distributed horizontal bars of rectangular

cross section e8/2 x eS (except for the bars on the top and bottom bases for which

the cross section is e8/2 x sd/2) where e = L/N. A representative period for this

structure is shown in Fig. lb.

Since the parameter e is assumed to be small relative to the length L, we ex-

pect that the behavior of our structure somehow resembles the behavior of a beam.

To show that this is indeed the case, we will show that the solutions of the three-

dimensional eigenvalue problem converge to solutions of a one-dimensional problem

as e —> 0. Since the domain Qe depends on e , we transform the problem to a fixed

domain by an appropriate scaling of the variables (see Sec. 2) before taking the limit.

We will use \ = {x\, x\, x3) to denote a point in Qe and x = (x,, x2, x3) to

denote a point in the fixed domain Q = Q1 . When we take the limit in e we will

obtain a one-dimensional problem in which the coefficients are periodic functions of

s . Hence, we will let e tend to zero to obtain the "homogenized" equation. Finally,

we will take a third limit (by letting <5 —► 0) to facilitate the computation of the

explicit values of the coefficients (which will depend on the geometry). The results

of this paper rely heavily upon the work of D. Cioranescu and J. Saint Jean Paulin

(see [8, 9]) who considered the static case. Cimetiere et al. used similar techniques

to study nonlinear rods in [5],

Let T%e be the part of Qe not occupied by material (i.e., TeSe — Qe\£lege),

and

ySe = {(*i > *2, x3) e | 0 < x3 < ce},

^(■*3) = {(■*'' *2) I (A' *2' *3) e O-

(a) The truss (b) The representative period

Fig. 1. A structure with a{ = a2 = 1/2 and c = 1
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(a) 0 < x\ < y or e(l - f) < x\ < e (b) y < xe3 < e(l - §)
Fig. 2. The set 3)

The set SeSe(x^) corresponding to the structure in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. We

can extend SeSe by periodicity to all of (0, L). Finally, define

1 = 4(0) = Segc(ce)

which is independent of e.

Generally we will consider structures in which the material is concentrated on

the faces of the period or along the edges. The only restriction we place upon the

geometry of the structure is that it satisfy

/ x\dxe.dxi- f xe7dxe.dxl= [ xe,xl dxe. dxt = 0, (1)
JW) Jsiixi) J SUA)

for all 0 < X3 < L. This assumption clearly holds for the structure shown in Fig. 1.

The representative periods of other structures for which (1) holds are shown in Figs.

3 and 4.

In what follows we make use of the summation convention on repeated indices.

Latin indices (e.g., i, j, k) take values in the set {1, 2, 3} and Greek indices (a, /?,

etc.) in {1,2}. For simplicity of notation we will suppress the e and S for now,

and we will drop the e whenever e = 1 . We also adopt the following notation for

Fig. 3. Representative periods of other trusses
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Fig. 4. An example of a period for a tower

norms: Let £2 be an open subset of R". Then for v e Hm(Q.).

1/2

Mm.fi

and

1 m^-,a=([ E \D"V\2dx
V " \a\<m

1/2

where Dav = d^v/dx"1 ■ ■ ■ dx°" for the multi-index a = (a1, , aj . We also

use the same notation for norms on spaces of vector-valued functions. Observe that

for m = 0, I • lo £i = II' llo a > an<^ symbols denote the usual L norm. Finally,

we denote the measure of a set E by \E\. It will always be clear from the context

what the symbol | • | means.

The stress tensor ae and the displacement ue are related by

= aijkhyekh^e) (2)

where

+ (3)

is the linearized strain tensor and dehve = dve/dxeh .

We make the following symmetry and coercivity assumptions on the elasticity

coefficients aijkh :

(i) aijkh = ajikh = akhij for a11 1 - J >k >h-

(ii) There exists aQ > 0 such that - aijkhvkhvij (4)

for all v = {v^} with v.. = «...

Let we = (wf): ^ x (0, oo) —» R3 denote the displacement field. Set Tq =

Ye x {0} and . Then for all t > 0, we satisfies

P d-^r - dj (a:jkhyekh (w')) = 0 in nP'

w = 0 on ro,

aijkhyekh^e)nj = ° onri>
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where pe denotes the mass of the material, n — [n ■) denotes the outward unit

normal, and we have assumed there are no applied body or surface forces. We seek

a solution of the form

yye(xe , t) = vl(x) cos of t or we (xe, t) = ue(xe) smaf t. (6)

Set Ae — {of)2. Then the problem reduces to finding real numbers Ae and

functions 1/: —+ R3 that solve
<->e e / e\ e *e e ■ ne

-djG^u ) = p A M;. m Q ,

= 0 on , (7)

^j(»)nj = 0 on r^.

Define the spaces V*7 and by

= {▼' = «) 6 = 0 on r£},

H' = L
(8)

and the bilinear forms Be(-, •) on V* and Ne(-, •) on by

Be(Me, /) = f aijlchyekh(ve)ye,J(ve) dx , (9)
J12

Ne(u,\e)= [ peueiveidxe. (10)

Jof
By the symmetry of the aljkh , the eigenvalue problem (7) can be written in variational

form as follows. Find (Ae, ne) £ R x V4 such that

Be (u , \e) = AeNe (u , \e) for all \e e V*. (11)

By the ellipticity of the aijkh ((4)(ii)) and the compactness of the embedding V

He (by the Rellich Theorem, see [2, 16]), the eigenvalues A'" are positive and can

be ordered so that
0 < A*'1 < Ae'2 < < AeJ < • • • ,

with lim^^ Ae'1 = +00. Each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity, and there exist

eigenfunctions ue,/e such that

Be(u'1 ,\) = Ae'lNe(ue'1 ,\e) for all/eV*, (12)

and the u£'1 can be normalized so that

L e e ,1 e ,k , e 2 r /1
p u • u ax = e S,.. (13)

(See [3, Sec. 5.1; 12].) Consider the Rayleigh quotient

Je(ye) = B"(ye ,/)/AV ,A (14)

Let Wf denote the family of all subspaces of of dimension I. Then we have

the following "min-max" characterization of the /th eigenvalue Ae'1 (see [3, p. 170;

15]):

Ae''= min {max y<?(v<?)\ . (15)
lyet/f J
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2. Derivation of the beam eigenvalue problem. For simplicity we will assume that

the structure has rectangular cross section with the period shown in Fig. lb, but all

results obtained in this section will also hold for the more general case discussed at

the beginning of the paper. The techniques of this section were used by Ciarlet and

Kesavan to derive the eigenvalue problem for a plate in [4], (See also [3] and the

references therein.) We first transform the eigenvalue problem given by (12) to the

fixed domain c Q = (-1/2, 1/2) x (-1/2, 1/2) x (0, L) as follows: With each

point x e Q, we associate the point n x = xe e (T by

n : x = (x,, x2, jc3) h-+ xf = (exx, ex2, x3). (16)

We define u(e) and A(e) by the scalings

A(e) = Ae, (17)

and
u (x ) = eu (e)(x) ) e e —<?

" e 2 a , w N r for all x = n x € £2 . (18)
u\{xe) = e2M3(e)(x) J

We also scale the density by
pe = e2p (19)

where p is a constant independent of e. Any function \e defined on can be

scaled in the same way as uP given by (18). We remark that these scalings are mainly

for mathematical convenience. The only physical significance lies in the fact that as

e tends to 0, we expect the displacements ua to be larger than the displacement u3.

With di = d/dxj and y^(v) = \{div] + djVt), it is easy to check that

dxe - e" dx,

deRve — , d3ve = ed,vn,
pa pa' 3a 3a'

defive3 = edpvi, d3ve3 = e2d3v3,

and
= ?»*(*) - yeAy) = eyAy). 4(ve) =

Thus, the scaled unknowns u(e) and A(e) solve

A(e) > 0, 11(e) e V = {v 6 h'(Q)|v = 0 on ro},

B(e)(u(e), v) = A(e)N(e)(u(e), v) for all v e V,

where

(20)

B(e)(u,y)= I le 4aafitnytll(u)yafi{v)+ 2e \aapt3yx3(u)yap(\) + fla3T,7t,(n)ya3(v)]
/n

+ C 2[^33>'33(U)^(V) + 4aa3T37T3(«)yQ3(V) +

+2e'{]iaa^y^)yAy) + fl33r37r3(U)733(V)] + ^3333^33(U)^33(V)| dx

(21)
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and

N(e)(u,v) = p[uava + e2u3v3\dx. (22)
J £1

These expressions for B(e) and N(e) are obtained by substituting the above scalings

into (9) and (10) and then factoring out e6 so that the term in (21) with coefficient

a3333 be multiplied by e° .

We now prove some lemmas which will allow us to conclude that the solutions of

(20) converge to the solutions of a one-dimensional eigenvalue problem as e —> 0.

We begin by establishing a priori bounds on the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.

Lemma 2.1. For each integer / > 1, there exists a constant 8t independent of e

with Ae'1 < Sj.

Proof. For v e V, define

'<"«=WBr (23»
Then A'(e) is given by

Al(e) = min < max7(^)(v) I.
U&T, [ v€l/ J

2
Let ^ denote the family of all /-dimensional subspaces of HL{0, L) where

H2l(0, L) = {<p 6 H\0, L) | <p(0) = cp\0) = 0},

and let Us — {vp = (<p(x3),0, -xx<p\x3)) | e £} for each S € ^. Then

{Us | 5 € c 2^; so

= min I max -  \

where

se^ [pes pfn[(p2(x3) + e2x2(<p'(x3))2]dx j

< min < max r(<p) > = S,,
se^ 1 pes j '

Jo (fs(x,)XlC^Xl^X2)a3i33^<f dXy
r(<p) =     7  .

p\0 |S(x3)|? (x3)dx3

Note: Taking v = (v^) with v)3 = 1 , all other vjj = 0 in (4)(ii) yields a0 <

a3333 • 1=1

Lemma 2.2. For each integer I > 1, there exists a constant Cl independent of e

such that

u, (e/Vc / II 1 < C

and

Iyap(ui(e))\o,a^cie2> l^3(u/(^))lo,Q ^ Cie> Mu/(e))lo,n^C/-
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Hence, there exists a subsequence of {{A'(e), u^e))}, which we still denote by

{(A'(e), Uy(e))} , such that

a'(e) —> A', U/(e) —>■ uj weakly in V;

so u( = 0 on T0 and

yaJ( u,) = 0. (24)

Furthermore, we can use the same subsequence for all / > 1 .

Proof. Take u(e) = v = u^e) in (20). Then, by (13), we get

B{e){ u,(e),ut{e)) = A,(e).

Set fafi = e 2ya^uM))' ?a3 = e ,3'q3(u/(^))» and ^33 = W/^)) • If we assume,

without loss of generality, that e < 1 , then by the assumptions (4) on the aijkh ,

*0^y;7(u/(e))y;/u/(*,))<ft

^Qo Jj'/ijd*

< f^ijkhfkhfijdx

= B{e){u,{e), u,{e)).

Using Theorem 6.3-4 in [2] (which is a consequence of Korn's Inequality) and

Lemma 2.1, the desired bounds follow. Hence, we can extract a weakly conver-

gent subsequence, and, by a diagonalization process, the same subsequence works

for all /. □

Remark. In [8] Cioranescu and Saint Jean Paulin obtain the result

IMIi.n ̂  Ce~3'

where u is the solution of the scaled problem. Recall that in this paper we are

considering the problem of free vibration. In [8], however, the truss is subjected to

body forces Fc and surface forces Ge where F* = 0(1), F^ = 0(e~l), Gea = 0(e),

and Gj = 0(1), or, in terms of the scaled forces, Fa = F3 = 0{e~?>),

Ga = 0(1), and G3 = 0{e~2). Hence the difference in the estimates on the scaled

displacements. We remark also that this difference in the assumptions on the applied

forces leads us to different choices for the test functions used below to obtain the

limits of the moments.

Our next goal is to discover the form of the function u*. Since the argument is

exactly the same as in the static case (see [8]), we only summarize the results. Using

(24) we get

"/,» = 0*3) e ^[{0, L), (25)

and
dV'Ax,) dV*{x,)

(3W = £ ~x2 £ + Vi^x 3)' (26)
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where V*3 e HXL(0, L). We want to argue that V*a e H2L{0, L). We can identify

V*3 with a function in V. Thus by (26),

d2Ka(xA2, r (dVi\ duU\2L --W «-Lc3 j j S2 y dXy dx3
dx < C.

But, by (1),

2

f(xd-^jA dx= [L [ (x d-^Y\ dxxdx2dx3
Jn \a dx] ) Jo Js(x3) \ ° dx\ } 123

Hence V*a e H2{0, L), and by (26),

xf^) = 0°) - ' *2 ' °)

for all (Xj, x2) £ T which implies that dV*a(0)/dx3 = 0.

Next, we want to derive the eigenvalue problem satisfied by (A,, u*). Again, the

arguments are very similar to those given in [8] for the static case. We define

a\M) = <Waf(u/(*)) + 2eaij3py3fiW) + e'a^y^ie)).

Then by the a priori estimates of Lemma 2.2,

which implies the existence of a subsequence such that

e~2a'ij(e) a* tJ weakly in L2(£l). (27)

Define

Mia(xJ=f xaa')3(e)dxl dx2. (28)
JS(x3)

Then, by (27), e~2Mf a —»■ M* a weakly in L2(0, L). Define

<r = {yt e C°°(0, L) I (/n)(0) = 0 for all n}.

Take u(e) = u,(e) and v = {<p(x3), 0, -xx(p\xi)) for <p e in (20). Observe that

yap(v) — ya3(v) = 0 for all choices of a and /?. Thus, using (28) we get

- [ e~2lrf x{x3)(p"{x3)dx3 = A,(e) [ p[u, x(e)<p{x3) - e2u, 3{e)xx<p\x3)]dx.
Jo J n '

Letting e-»0 we obtain

* ft

- M*, <p" dx3 = pA, /
Jo Jo '
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Upon integrating by parts we obtain

dM*, rL d2M*. rL
-M, (L)tp(L) + —r^(L)<p{L)- -—Llpdx^pA, \S(x3)\V, <p dx,

^3 J 0 J 0

for all (p G "V. It is clear that we can do the same calculations with v = (0, (p{x}),

—x2<p'(x3)); so M* a satisfies

d2M* , , dM:
—^=pA,\S{x,)\V,a, M, JL) = ~^{L) = 0. (29)

Just as in [8] we obtain for the other moments

/ xo*dxldx2 = 0, (30)
Js(x})

and

[ a*dxldx2 = 0. (31)
JS(x})

Observe, however, that taking v = (0, 0, <p(x3)) with <p e "V in (20) and passing to

the limit, we obtain

f (Tjj dxj dx2 = 0. (32)
Js(x 3)

This result is in contrast to the corresponding result in the static case. As mentioned

above, the reason for this difference is that our truss is not subjected to any external

forces.

Next we need the following result which is proved in [8]:

Lemma 2.3. The tensor (tfgyT;) is positive definite, hence has an inverse (b^JTi).

Using this inverse tensor, a* 33 has the form

al, 33 = a33TibpjTial ,0j + (fl3333 ~ fl33ri )• (^3)

Using (27), (28), and (33) we get

~ LM, = I x ol 33 dx{ dx2
>S(x,) " '

[ Xa°l,t
JS(X})

+ (a3 333 - attTibpjTiapj33) f xay33(aj) dx l dx2.
J Six,)

= «33 ribfiju
'S(x 3)

By (30), this reduces to

Ml,a~ a33tibpixi / Xaal,fi3 ^1 ^2
JS(X 3)

+ (a3333 ~ ai3xibfijTiUfij33^ [ X^^XX^ dx{dxT
JS(x,)

(34)
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All the results obtained thus far hold for any elasticity coefficients aijkh . We now

assume that the material constituting the truss is isotropic and homogeneous, i.e.,

that the aiJkh are given by

aijkh - ^ij^kh + ^ik^jh + ^ih^jk) ' (35)

where A and n are the Lame constants. The following lemma is proved in [8]:

Lemma 2.4. For an isotropic, homogeneous elastic material, the inverse tensor {bajpi)

satisfies
u   u _ A + 2//
°111I "°2222 ~ +

*■

1122 2211 4//(A + H) '

b = b =J- <36>
1212 2121 2// '

h — h - I
1313 _ 2323 ~ ^ '

By (35) and (36),

all others = 0.

amib/}3u = 0 for 311 P '

_ //(3A + 2/i) _ (37)
fl3333 ami^Pjuafim — X + H ~

Thus, (34) simplifies to

Mi,a = E xayi3(u,)dxldx2.
JS{x3)

Using (26) we get

f I d2yi\ dvi\ \
M, = E -x xR ^ + x , ' dx. dx,,

l'a Js(X3) \ a p dxl a dx, I 1 2

but by (1),

, , 2 \ d2V*
Ml - -E I x dx{ dx2  j— (no summation in a). (38)

\Js(x j) J dx 3

Substituting (38) into (29), we get finally (no summation in a)

I, a
E^~i\(l xadx\dx\ ^-*4

dxl I \Js(X,) a 1 2) dx;

vi\ d'v*I ,a / j \   I ,a

I a i z i j 2
ls(x}) J dx 3

d3V*

pA,\S{x3)\V?a!

2 (L) = ——y^-(L) = 0.

(39)

3 3

All that is left to do now is to find the equation satisfied by V*i. By (31), (32),

(33), and (37),

0 = / a* 33 dx j dx2 =E y33(uj) dx2.
JS(X}) ' Js(x})
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Again using (26) we get

Is
d2V* dV,*

( Xa , 2 Ay dX{dx2 — 0,
s(X}) V dx, dx3 l

and (1) implies that

which implies that

dK 3,
£|S(x3)|-^(*3) = 0,

dKl.
dx}

-i(x,) = 0.

In the same way that we got the boundary conditions in (29), we also get

dK 3,
dx 3

■(L) = 0.

This equation and boundary condition, combined with the fact that V* 3 e //^(0, L),

imply that

^>0. (40)

In [8] Cioranescu and Saint Jean Paulin obtained a nontrivial equation satisfied by

3 (using their notation) under the assumption that the structure is subjected to

applied body forces F* with Fea = 0(1), but F3 = 0(e~l). Once again, we point

out that the different result obtained here is due to the fact that we are treating the

problem of free vibration.

We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem which covers

the general case Qe = of x (0, L).

Theorem 2.5. Let Qe be a periodic structure made of a homogeneous, isotropic elas-

tic material and satisfying the geometric assumption (1). Let (Ak , Vk ) denote

the solutions of (39) for a = 1, 2 . If (A(e), u(e)) is a solution of the scaled prob-

lem (20), then A(e) converges to some Ak a and the corresponding eigenfunction

u(e) converges weakly in V to u* = («*) where

u» = VkJx3)eH2L(0,L),

M*(x) = -xxVkA(x3) -x2v^2(x3),

and Vk a is the solution of (39) corresponding to A, = A^ a .

Observe that if A^ , is not in the sequence {A^ 2} for some k , then 2 = 0.

Remarks 1. If S(x3) = (~at, ax) x {-a2, a2) for all x3 (i.e., the structure under

consideration is a beam with rectangular cross section rather than a truss), then (1)

holds, so the above analysis carries over, and equation (39) becomes (with a = 1)

! (*3) = P(4aia2)Aivi*i(x3) onQ-
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Using the scalings (16)—(19) to get an equation on Qe , then multiplying by e4 we

get
^3 4 jr*

*1 ̂ 2^ / • 1 / e\ -e * - _ _2 a e TreMxa2e d = p'x{x\) on Q\

3 d{x\r

But the beam has width w = 2a2e and thickness h = 2<z,e, so / = wh*/12 =

I6a\a2e4/\2, and the cross-sectional area is A = wh = 4axa2e2. Thus, the above

equation is (suppressing the e):

d4V
El—f = pAAV.

ax

This is just the usual Euler-Bernoulli beam equation. Similar calculations can be used

for other structures with a uniform cross section.

2. An analysis of our results to this point leads us to certain expectations regarding

the modes of vibration:

(a) If ax=a2 then V* x and V*2 satisfy the same equation, so the bending modes

should occur in pairs. This makes sense physically since the truss "looks the same"

when rotated through an angle of 90° about the x3 axis.

(b) The form of u* a given by (25), i.e., the fact that u* n depends only on Jt3,

implies that our approximate model will not detect any torsional modes of vibration.

What this means is that the torsional modes of the actual truss are insignificant

compared to the bending modes.

(c) Since V* ̂  = 0 the axial deformation is due only to bending. Thus we expect

that the axial modes of vibration are also insignificant.

All these observations are in agreement with experimental data.

3. The homogenized equation. In the previous section we derived the one-dimen-

sional eigenvalue problem

,2*4
dx^ /i Js

2 \ d V*
x dx. dx* | x—

s(x}) a 1 2J dx2
= pA,JS(xi)\V*a,

(41)
dV* dV* d3v:

V/ a(0)= o, -£Si(0) = o, —M{L) = o, —±r(L) = o.
dx3 dx\

(There is no summation in a.) Let us now restore the e, and <5 which we dropped

earlier. Definey = x3/e, Xi5(y) = ScS(sy), and

£<y) = /Jh
If we drop the a and the subscript on x, for simplicity, we can rewrite (41) as

x1 dx. dx
. all

'hiy)

Eh (e) d~!tr{X)) = (42)

plus appropriate boundary conditions. Since the coefficients appearing in equation

(42) are periodic functions of e, we can use homogenization techniques (see [1,6,

7, 10, 11, 13, 14]) to approximate the solutions of (42).

ed
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3.1. Derivation of the homogenized equation. Using a result of Kesavan (see [10]),

we can show that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are bounded independently of

e; hence we can extract a subsequence (of e) such that for all / > 1

A eS » S
A, —> A;

and

V"S - vf weakly in 0, L),

where
d4Vs x *

E^s-^r = PAUsy,

plus boundary conditions. The coefficients qs and qg come from homogenizing

the operators on the left- and right-hand sides respectively of equation (42). Since

Vfs —> vf strongly in L2(0, L), qs is simply the average of the coefficient |Xj(y)|

over one period; i.e.,

Qs =c ' [ \^iy)\dy-
Jo

The homogenization of the operator on the left-hand side is exactly the same as in

the static case (see [8]); hence, we only outline the derivation here. First we define

= as(x/e)(d2Vg /dx2) and show that ^ weakly in L2(0, L). Next we

consider the adjoint system

X2 (as(y)-7T-(y)\=0 in(0,c), ....
(fy \ dy2 J (43)

2
uis(y) —y/2 is periodic in (0, c).

The function wg(y) is unique up to an additive constant whose value is immaterial.

Now set Xs(y) - wg(y) ~ //2 and define

Xes(x) = e2xs{x/e) for jc e (0, c).

Since x\ is periodic, we can extend it to all of (0, L). Now set weg{x) = Xg(x) +
2 e

x /2 . We can show that \wg\2 (0 is bounded independently of e; hence

ws * wg weakly in H2(0, L).

By the periodicity of xg > we next show that

dw*s . d2w!
— - x and  £ = 1 •

dx dx2

Now define

*is(y) = as(y)d wAy)
dy

(which is periodic in (0, c)), and rjg(x) = tjg(x/e). From the adjoint system (43)

we have

djY = 0, (44)

dx
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and by the periodicity of rjg

2

riBg — c'i f as{y) ~4^- dy weakly* in L°°(0, L). (45)
J o ay

Suppose the static equation is

Then satisfies

E~i=fe- (46)
ax

Let (p e , L), multiply (44) by <pVg and (46) by (pw£s , subtract, integrate by

parts, and pass to the limit. We get the desired result where qs is the weak * limit

of rfs given in (45).

3.2. Explicit computation of the homogenized coefficients. We will calculate the

coefficients for several cases of the representative period, but first we express qs in

terms of as . Integrating (43) twice we get

, d2w,, s
asW = TrW = V + f2'

dy
2

By the periodicity of as and of the second derivative of wg(y) -y /2 we get c, = 0.
2 2  1

Hence, d ws/dy (y) = c2(as(y)) , which implies

d2Ws— [ f d w
qs = c / as(y)^T2-^dy = c2-

Jo ay

Integrating again we get

dws fy _i
-fy-ly) = qs Jo (asM) drj + cy

By the periodicity of ^-(y) — y we have

c3 = <lg f (ag(y))~l dy + c3-c
J o

which implies

(Qs)~l =c~l [ (as(y)Vl dy.
Jo

3.2.1. Trusses with square cross section. We will consider four cases for the repre-

sentative period. In each case the truss will be assumed to have a square cross section

(so that (o = (-a,, flj) x (-a2, a2) with ax = a2), and all bars comprising the truss
S 8

will have the same cross section. Since the truss is square, we have ax(y) = a2(y)

for all y, so for the sake of definiteness, we take ag = a{ for all calculations. In

each case for which we compute the coefficients, we will see that qs = 0(S ) and
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2
qg = 0(5 ). Hence, using the same type of arguments as before, we can extract a

weakly convergent subsequence of eigenfunctions. In each case the resulting equation

in final form (unsealed) will be

q* EI v"" = pAwV.

Case 1. We first consider the case in which the representative period is a cube with

all the material along the edges (i.e., no oblique bars). Thus, we set ax = a2 = 1 and

c = 2 and take the cross section of the bars to be 5 x <5. (We could just as easily have

taken the cross section to be 25 x 25, or al = a2 = 1/2, c = 1 with cross section

5 x 5. Regardless of the choice we get the same final result.) By straightforward

calculations we see that

45(2-5), ye(0,5/2)U(2-5/2,2),
IWI

Hence,

452, y € (5/2,2 -5/2).

5~2qs = (252) 1 [ \W\dy
Jo

= (252) 1 [4«52(2 -5) + 45(2 - d)S] = 4(2-5)^8

as 5 —> 0. Next, for y e (0, 5/2) U (2 - 5/2, 2),

-1 r 1 . rl-S ri-S

aS ' . . . ,
-1 7-1 J-l+S J-l+S

and for 5/2<y<2-5/2,

(y) = f f x\dx{dx2- f ( x2 dx{ dx2 = 45(4 - 65 + 452 - 53)/2>,
i-ii-i J-i+s J-i+s

'<2-5/2,

as(y) - 4 [ [ x\ dxx dx2 = 452(3 - 35 + 52)/3.

Thus,

-i = \_ I" 3^  3(2 - 5)
~ 2 [4^(4 _ 6^ + 452 - 53) + 452(3 - 35 + 52)

which implies

1
x2 _1 1 352 3(2 -5)

4(4 - 65 + 452 - 53) 4(3 - 35 + 52)
A as 5 —► 0.
4

 2
Hence, 5 qs —* 4 as <5 -+ 0, and the limit equation is

4 EV"" = 8 pKV.

Recalling the scaling of the density (equation (19)), multiplying by eA , and writing

a> for A, this equation becomes

, 4 0 2 2,,
4e EV = 8e pa> V.

Since the width of the truss is w = 2e, and the thickness is h = 2e, we get I =

fwe(x\)2 dx\ dx2 = wh3/12 = 4e4/3 and A = wh = 4e2. Thus,

\EIV"" = pAafv,

where p now represents the unsealed density.
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Case 2. We now take as the representative period a cube with two oblique cross

bars on each vertical face (i.e., the first structure in Fig. 3). Again we take a, = a2 = 1

and c — 2, and all the bars in the truss have cross section 8x8. Now ~Ls(y) is as

shown in Fig. 5 where rj —y — I + V2.8/2, and f) = rj - \[28 . Thus,

12,001
48(2 - 8), ye(0,8/2)U(2-8/2,2),

482 + 8V282, y e {8/2,2-8/2);

hence, qg « 282{2-8)+{2-8){2+4V2)82, and so 8~2qs -> 8(1+^2) as 8 -»0. The
above formula is only approximate because the actual area is less when the oblique

bars intersect either the horizontal bars or each other. Nevertheless, the leading term

is not affected, and the limit is correct.

The only difference in ad(y) from the example in Case 1 is the contribution for

the oblique bars which is (since xl is an even function):

4 \ f f x] dx. dx, + [ f x2, dx. dx1
[Jl-sJn-V2S Jr,-V2sJl-S

= 4V282{y2 -2y + 2-8 + 82/2).

Thus, for y e (<5/2, 2 - 8/2),

a,00 « 4<52(3 -38 + 82)/3 + 4v^282(y2 -y + 2-8 + 82/2),

and so,

c2

^2(^) 1 = 2 [ 1 dy
Jo

1 3 82
2 I 4(4 - 6^ + 4<52 - <53)

2—<5/2
+ fJS/2

dy

4(3 -38 + 81)/3 + 4^2 (y2 -2y + 2-8 + 82/2)_

x2

l-i

PO"
□

1 Xl

p

D O.

X-2

"□q

□

Q
.□El

X,

(a) ye(0, f) U (2 - f , 2) (b) f < y < 2 - f

Fig. 5. The set EjOO for Case 2
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which implies that

3\ 1 - I /Jo

dy

4 + 4V2{y2 -2y + 2)

If1 1 2-y/2 fl 7=
-7= / -3 F— = TV—o—arctan v/2 - V2.
v/2i-i z2 + (2 + V2)/2 4 V 2 v8\/2 7-i z2 + (2 + V2)/2 4 V 2

This time our equation is

'2 arctan ^2 - v^j 4£F"" = /?[8(1 + >/2)]<w2F,

-1

and unsealed

1\/2-\[2 1
 -==EIV = pAw V.
2 arctan \J2- \fl

In this equation, the value of the coefficient q* is approximately 1.7574.

Case 3. Now we consider a truss with oblique bars in alternating directions as in

the middle picture in Fig. 3. This time we take al = a2 = I, c = 4 and again the

cross section of the bars is d xd . For y e (0, d/2)U(2 — S/2, 2 + 8/2) U {4-8/2, 4),

the set X5OO is the same as in Fig. 5a. Since there are only half as many oblique

bars as in the previous case, the additional contribution is only half as much. Thus,

(48(2-8), ye(0, 8/2) U (2 - 8/2, 2 + 8/2) U (4 - 8/2, 4),
I >. [ 1? j /

^ \ 482(\ + V2), y e [8/2, 2 - <5/2) U (2 + <5/2, 4-8/2),

and for y 6 (<5/2, 2 - <5/2) U (2 + <5/2, 4 - <5/2),

s

Hence,

aJy) « 4<52(3 - 3<5 + <52)/3 + 2V282(y2 - 2y + 2 - 8 + 82/2).

qs « i[2<5(4<5)(2 - <5) + (4 - 2<5)(4<52)(1 + a/2)] = 282(2 - 8){2 + yfi) ,

so 8 qg —» 4(2 + y/2) as 8 —> 0. Also, by the same kind of analysis as in Case 2,

we find that

.-2 2V2V2 + 2
8 qs -> 

arctan v y/2 - 1

Thus, in this case the (unsealed) equation is

3Vv2-l »» 2
--EIV = pAco V.

2 arctan \/V2- \

Here q* w 1.6882.

Case 4. For the final example we add a diagonal cross bar on each horizontal

layer (see the third picture in Fig. 3). The only difference to Xj(y) is when y e

(0, 5/2) U (2-<5/2, 2 + 8/2) u (4 -8/2, 4). The top and bottom bases of the period

are shown in Fig. 6, and the middle layer is the same picture rotated 90°. Verifying

the geometric assumption in this case is not much harder than in the previous cases.
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*2

1-6 Xi

Fig. 6. The set ls(y) for y 6 (0, <5/2) U (4 - <5/2, 4) .

For example, /x (yj x, dx] dx2 = 0 since the integrand is odd in x, and even in x2 ;

so the integral below the line x{ = x2 is the negative of the integral above the line.

The measure of Zs(y) is 4 minus the areas of the two triangles; i.e.,

|Z,(y)| = (8 + 2V2)d - (9/2 + 2V2)d\

After a little calculation we get d~2qg —> 8+5\/2 as S —> 0, but adding the horizontal
 2

cross bars does not affect the limit of d qg . The limit equation in this case is

6\/17\/2 — 23 «// i
zEIV = pAoj V,

7 arctan

and q* w 1.5298 .

Example. Consider a steel truss having cross section 1 ft x 1 ft and length 10 ft.

We use the values p = .283 lb/in3 = .283/386.4 slug/in3 (observe that the handbook

value of p is in the units weight/volume, so we must divide by the gravitational
6 2

acceleration in order to make the units mass/volume) and E = 29 x 10 lb/in .

Also, A — 144 in2 and I = 1728 in4 . If we define

^ 2 r 4,4 _ pAco L
* r* t '

q EI

then the circular frequencies a> are given by

a> =
q*El ( X

pA \L

and A are the solutions of the frequency equation 1 + cos X cosh k = 0. The first

three values of k are 1.875, 4.694, and 7.855, and k ~ (n - \)n. The natural

frequencies of vibration are given by co/ln . Table 1 on the next page shows the first

three frequencies for each of the four cases discussed above.

Observe that adding the horizontal cross bars to the truss in Case 4 essentially

amounts to making the truss more massive without increasing its stiffness. Hence the

frequencies are lower than in Case 3.
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Table 1. The first three frequencies for the four square trusses.

Case q* lo./ln oiJln (o3/2n

1 1.5 32.807 205.56 575.71

2 1.7574 35.511 222.47 623.15

3 1.6882 34.804 218.07 610.75

4 1.5298 33.131 207.59 581.39

3.2.2. A truss with triangular cross section. As a final example we consider a truss

whose cross section is an equilateral triangle, each of whose sides has length 2e with

one side parallel to the xj'-axis. We take co to be the region bounded by the triangle

with vertices at (±1, —\/3/3) and (0, 2%/3/3). We take c = 2 and assume that

the horizontal bars of the truss have cross section 8x8. Thus, for y e (0, 8/2) U

(2-8/2, 2), the set £$()>) is formed by removing from co the region bounded by

the triangle with vertices at (-1 + V38, --v/3/3 + <5), (1 - V38, --\/3/3 + 8), and
(0, 2\/3/3 - 28). We assume that the vertical bars of the truss have triangular cross

section with each side of length 4v^3<5/3 (i.e., an equilateral triangle of altitude 28).

It is clear that

f 3<5(2-^3<5), j/e(0,<5/2)U(2-<5/2,2),

5 \ 4v/3<52, y e (8/2,2-8/2).

Thus, qs = ±[3<52(2 - V38) + 4^3<52(2 - 8)] = (3 + 4v/3)<52 - 7T3<53/2, and so

8~2qg —> 3 + 4\/3 as 8 -* 0.

Since the truss is not square this time, we must calculate both a\ and a2 . First,

for y e (0, <5/2) U (2 - <5/2, 2),

/-2n/3/3 r 2/3—V3x2/3 rlVi/3-2 <5 r2/3-2V3S/3-Vix2/3 ^

a\ (y)= / xi ^1 ^2 ~ / / xxdxx dx2
J-V3/3 JV3x2/3—2/3 J-V3/3+6 J V3x2/3-2/3+2</3S/3

= y/3[l - (1 - \/3<5)4]/6 = 28- 3V382 + 6<53 - 3^38*/2.

By a similar calculation, we also get a2(y) = \/3[l - (1 - \/3<5)4]/6 .
2

For y e (8/2, 2 - <5/2) we must integrate x over the three equilateral triangles

that make up Zg{y). For example,

/-2v/3/3 f2/3-V3x2/3 r2V3/3

/ / x.dx. dx7 = I / (I - \/3x0/3) dx7 = 8\/3<5 /27.
J2V3/3-2S JV3jc2/3—2/3 J2V3/3-2S

The integral over each of the other triangles is ^(9<52 - 12\/3<53 + 14<54). Thus,

a^(y) = 8\/3(3<52 - 4v/3<53 + 5<54)/9. Again, we get the same result for a2 . Hence

(dropping the a since a\ = a2), we get

*2(*r' = 5
<52 9(2-<5)

2 - 3^3<5 + 6<52 - 3\/3<53/2 24v/3 - 96<5 + 40v/3<52
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which tends to \/3/8 as <5 —► 0. Thus, for the triangular truss, the limit equation is

16 v^3 //// 2 r, -=EIV = F,
3 + 4^3

where now / = j^Cxf)2 ^ = /&/(x2)2 ^2 = V^4/^ and /I = |&/| = \/3?2.

The time <?* « 2.7913 .

4. Concluding remarks. As noted by other authors (see [3] for example), the

techniques used in Sec. 2 provide a justification for the standard theory of lower-

dimensional elastic structures (in this case Euler-Bernoulli beams) without making

the usual a priori assumptions. We have derived an equation of the same form as

the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation but with one additional parameter (the q* of

Sec. 3.2.1) whose value depends on the geometry of the cross section and is easily

calculated.

As we remarked at the end of Sec. 2, the theory agrees, at least qualitatively,

with data obtained in experiments with trusses at NASA Langley Research Center.

(This will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper.) The predicted frequencies,

however, are higher than those observed for an actual truss. This is not an unexpected

result, though, because we have considered the undamped system, and the effect of

damping is to lower the frequencies. We next plan to investigate several damping

models (beginning with Kelvin-Voigt) using the same techniques exploited in this

paper.
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